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A joyous Encounter [喜相逢]- Experiencing every wonder and meeting
with happy endings.
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n Ta i p e i , i n B e i t o u
District ( 北投區 ) exists
a coruscating garden
of glass and crystal. Housed
in a restored facility on
the flat lands between the
wide Danshui River and the
Yangmingshan massif behind
－ directly on the south side of
Guandu MRT station － this
world of diamond-like sparkle
is approached by crossing a
quiet courtyard, spanning a
“secret garden”-style moat,
and piercing the entrance-viathreshold to the wonderful
world of crystal-glass art.
Sunlight sparkles bounce off
the ground-to-ceiling glass
façade of the building.

A True “Glass” Act
Where are we? In the Tittot
Glass Art Museum ( 琉 園 水
晶 博 物 館 ), the creative site
for one of the globe’s premier
creators of artworks in glass,
Heinrich Wang ( 王 俠 軍 ).
Through a melding of space
and function this place serves as
both workshop and museumTa i w a n ’s f i r s t m u s e u m
dedicated to glass-art.
Wi t h i n , a l l a b o u t a r e
displayed pieces of transparent
and translucent beauty, each
given depth and texture by the
seamless melding of waves of
color-pigment. This gardenthe place’s Chinese name
translates literally as “glass
garden crystal museum”-has
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The Tittot Glass Art Museum is also known as the “secret garden.”

a delicate, subdued, feminine air, but
this as said is in fact the epicenter of
creativity for a male artist, and within the
facility one comes across mise-en-scenes
of a decidedly masculine tincture: fiery
kilns from which are pulled oozing globs
of molten glass, and skin-scalding steam
used to melt encased wax models in the
“lost-wax” glass-working technique.

maker. Wang decided to retreat from
the pop-culture eye, seeking to express
himself artistically in creations of more
spiritual depth and lasting value. Glassart was chosen; Wang had long been
intrigued by the form, having been

bedazzled as a youngster by a Frenchmade Lalique crystal paperweight in the
form of a calf that sat atop his father’
s desk. One day he “casually picked up
the paperweight, which had been around
for over ten years, and observed for the

So, Just Who In the World
Is this Heinrich Wang?
The works of art that have sprouted
here, and the museum concept itself, are
ideas that crystallized within the head of
Heinrich Wang, pretty much a household
name in Taiwan and a name well known
and respected in international glass-art
circles. The museum was opened in 1999
to reintroduce glass-art to the Taiwan
public, which Wang states was lost to
the Chinese people centuries ago. Tittot
“embraces old and new, East and West.
Its ultimate goal is to make glass art a
popular national movement.”
Wang first achieved renown on the
regional scene, in his younger days, as
an actor, cameraman, and movie director.
He’d even been, at one time, a furniture

Entering the Tittot Area on the first floor, you’ll enjoy a rich display of home-made works
and how they imbibe both ancient and modern Chinese concepts while giving teasing
hints of the West.
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Hanyu Pinyin), together mean “wellexpressed,” “keen and perceptive,” and
by extension “crystal clear.” A museum
tour encompasses displays of both
Oriental and Western glass history, glassproduction technique, exemplary works
by contemporary artists from around the
globe, a lovely collection of Wang’s own
works, glass-blowing demonstrations,
classes, and lectures. There is also an
introductory 20-minute video that the
visitor would be wise to take in, which
pours a solid info-base. Wang sees
the museum as fulfilling the purpose
of “fostering appreciation of glass art,
encouraging higher artistic standards, and
inviting citizens to unlock the world of
Chinese crystal glass.”

First Floor, A Place of
Firing and Melting and
Blowing
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Violin [好時光]- Mutual trust and
concern are a prelude to sincere love
and understanding.

first time how light was refracted from
its different facets in a beguiling range of
colors.” He first went off to the Center for
Creative Studies at the Detroit College of
Art and Design, in the late 1980s.
Wang’s Grand Crystal workshop was
set up in 1994, and as said today enjoys
top-flight global repute.

This, Clearly, Is a Day for
the “Grand Crystal!”
Tittot uses a second name interchangeably
in its info literature—Grand Crystal.
The characters from which the English
“tittot” is extracted ( 剔 透 ; “ti-tuo” in

In the Tittot Area, the first you’ll
enter, enjoy a rich display of home-made
works and how they imbibe both ancient
and modern Chinese concepts while
giving teasing hints of the West; museum
staff call this the “ethnic and cultural
pride” room. In the Glass Blowing
Workshop, new artists can enjoy the
thrill of working with glass at heats up
to 1000 degrees Celsius. With ultra-cool
sunglasses on, towel wrapped around
your noggin, and blowpipe in hand and
then mouth, try your hand at blowing
glass. In the Lost Wax Casting Area,
Wang’s models, photos, and text explain
the intricacies of this ancient method and
how it fits with his artistic concepts and
strivings. In the Heinrich Wang Theme
Area, explore his greatest works and his
concepts regarding artistic achievement
and glass-art appreciation/popularization.
The Glass Classroom is a hands-on,
personal-experience area where happy
visitors explore the joys of glass-bead
making; you take both the beads and the
how-to know-how home with you. In the
International Gallery, exhibits discussing
the works of the world’s great masters
rotate quarterly.

To the Second Floor for Live
Demos and the Great Tittot
Wall!
In the Interpretive Room, visitors can
enjoy stories from the history of glassart and see intriguing live demos. For the
brilliant Eastern and Western Glass Art
History wall, a floor-to-ceiling, 10cmthick glass wall is used for a visualdisplay chronology from the time of
glass’ discovery some 5,000 years
ago. The Glass-Working Technique
Demonstration Area utilizes text/photos
to explain the various methods master
craftsmen use in glass-art production.
Finally, in the enlightening International
Glass Art Collection, a nationalistic
approach is taken to show the different
character of different peoples’ glass
creations: “the creativity of America, the
loveliness of Italy, the delicacy of Japan,
and the understated beauty of the Czech
Republic.”

A Shower of Glass NuggetsInfo-Nuggets, That Is
OK, readers, here’s your chance for
a bit of Q&A probing. We melt down
basic answers for you here, but a visit to
the museum will send a veritable river of
hot, molded knowledge your way.
“I’d like to know about the history of
glass.” (Crystal Liuli, Beijing)
Well, glass was discovered in Egypt
about 2500 BC, glass-blowing was
invented in the first-century Roman
Empire. Venetian glass was the
rage through Europe starting in the
12th century. Glass became a massproduced commodity with the Industrial
Revolution, but the studio-art movement,
starting in the late 1800s, revived its use
for art, continuing today.
“What about glass in China?” (Yang
Ming, Houston)
Glass crafting has long been extant in
China: dragonfly-eye beads in the Spring
& Autumn and Warring States periods,
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Winter’s Success [冬享事成]- Facing every challenge, success or failure.

Han Dynasty false jade, Wei/Jin-era
Buddhist worship articles, Ming vases,
Qing snuff bottles…. This tradition was
lost in the turbulent post-Qing period,
and Tittot is seeking to stimulate a
renaissance “and revive the glories of
the past.”
“What’s the ‘essence’ of glass?” (Loretta
Yang, Taipei)
Primarily composed of silica, a variety
of stabilizers are added to ordinary glass
to enhance its durability. Adding metal
oxides affects the color; copper-oxide turns
glass bluish-green, cobalt-oxide imparts
blue, manganese-oxide imparts violet. The
tints vary depending on the type of glass.
“What about the bubbles in the glass?”
(Bubbles Gump, Alabama)
Glass’ melting point is 1,450°C,
where it becomes a water-like fluid.
Liquid glass fully anneals at 450°C.
Because ordinary mass-produced glass
is usually melted at 1,300~1,400°C, air
can float to the surface and escape. But
since glass-art material is usually heated

to only 850°C, where it is viscous/
syrupy, bubbles cannot rise. Artists often
use the bubbles to evoke texture.
“What’s this ‘lost-wax’ method?” (Madame
Toussoud, London)
Molten glass tends to fuse with other
materials at higher temperatures. There
are two methods of high-temperature
processing, blowing and metal molds.
Since mold removal is exceedingly
difficult, only very simple shapes can
ordinarily be made using this method.
Hence Tittot’s lost-wax preference.
“Tell me about color variation and
color depth.” (Wang Jian-ming, NY)
This is a distinctive feature of Wang’s
works. Since each is hand-crafted,
different amounts of pigment may be
added, and because of the inherent
variability of the firing process, each
acquires its own unique personality.
“Glass and crystal, what’s the diff?”
(Forrest Gump, Alabama)
Because its transparency and
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Romance [華麗轉身]- With every glance filled
with sincere affection.

refraction resemble that of rock crystal,
lead-oxide glass is commonly referred to
as “crystal” in English. Lead-oxide gives
glass a higher refraction index, enhancing
its brilliance and transparency. Crystal
used in glass-art typically contains more
than 10% lead-oxide; in the EU it’s 10%,
Czech Republic 24%. Tittot’s glass has
24~48%, and is thus “crystal.”

This Hot Molten Wax NOT
for Removing Body Hair
Tittot exclusively uses the lost-wax
technique, known since ancient Egypt,
which allows for more intricate pieces.
Steps are numerous, the work laborious,
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but here we give the essentials—each
finished piece in fact undergoes 47
separate manual procedures. A clay
model is first made. A silicone mold is
then built up around it, layer by layer.
This mold is filled with epoxy resin, the
resulting model—the permanent model-then used to create another silicone
mold. Liquid wax is then poured in.
When cooled, the wax model is used to
create a heat-resistant plaster mold. The
wax is then melted or “lost” using steam.
This final mold is then filled with molten
glass, the glass oozing into every niche
and corner. The different rates of cooling
in the various parts of a piece commonly
lead to cracking; the precision and low
yield rate means this technique is used by
only a very limited number of the globe’s
most gifted—and patient—artist together
with technicians.

Is That All? Not by a Long
Shot: Nearby Scenic MustSees
Tittot sits in the Guandu ( 關渡 ) area,
where the Keelung River pours into the
Danshui. The MRT system (Guandu
station), Guandu Nature Reserve ( 關
渡 自 然 公 園 ), and Guandu Temple
( 關 渡 廟 ) are within easy walking
distance. This in turn means access to
Blue Highway cruises up the Keelung
and Danshui rivers via Guandu Wharf,
and bicycle rentals at the wharf give
you easy-pedalling access to the long
bike paths along the Keelung and the
paths that stretch all the way to near the
Danshui’s mouth, past wetlands and
mangrove swamp. Sound like all the
fixings for a full-day’s outing, with a nohassle homeward journey on the MRT?
You bet.

Practical Info
The museum is open Tues-Sun 9-5,
closed Mon (open national holidays).
The address is 16, Lane 515, Zhongyang
N. Rd., Sec. 4, Beitou ( 台北市中央北
路 四 段 515 巷 16 號 ), Tel: 2895-8861,

Website: www.tittot.com. The museum
has various half-day and full-day tours
for groups, listed online, with advance
set-up needed. Workshop classes are
regularly held, and qualified individuals

can rent the production facilities. Take
the MRT if possible; parking in this
industrial area is a headache.

Backing Up Big “Global Top Ranks” Claims
Now, above we’ve made some big claims for Wang and Tittot: “world’s best
in Taipei’s front yard” and “one of the globe’s premier creators of artworks in
glass.”
Not convinced? The proof is in the crafted
crystal; Wang/Tittot are recognized to be at
the very top of their respective leagues in
the same way the city’s Taipei 101 and the
National Palace Museum are at the top of
their respective charts:
Did you know Tittot’s works
have been collected by the
Beijing National Palace Museum, the UK’s
Victoria & Albert Museum of Art and Crafts,
Japan’s Takayama Glass Museum in Japan,
Mexico’s Museo del Vidrio, and other national
museums around the globe?

1.
2.

Did you know in 2002 Tittot’s works were
displayed on the permanent collection floor
of the Frankfurt Glass Gallery, recognizing Tittot as one of the world’s
premium brands of crystal glass?

3.
4.

the US?

Did you know Tittot is the first crystal-glass museum in the Chinese
world?
Did you know the work ”Bounding Steed on the Central Plains”
has been collected by the prestigious Corning Glass Art Museum in

5.

Were you aware that former US President George Bush, British
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, and Microsoft’s Bill Gates own
copies of the work “Friendship in All Quarters?” That Pope John Paul II,
Yoyo Ma, and even Ricky Martin, Jennifer Lopez, and Elton John, among
many others, have collected Wang’s works?

6.

Were you aware that in 1996 America’s Habatat Gallery, a gallery
of professional glass art, invited Wang to display his work “In the
Depths of the Courtyard,” and that Habatat executive Ferdiuand Hampson
praised Wang by saying: “ I have never seen the colors and shapes used in
Heinrich Wang’s works in the works of any Western artist.”
Need any more convincing? Thought not.

